Green Your Grow

Emerald Glow

LED Grow Lights

Grow Strips

Start Right with Emerald Glow LED Grow Strips
SolSolutions Emerald Glow LED Grow Strips are the best in class low
voltage, super efficient and powerful LED grow lights. These LED
Grow Strips have a high color rendering index (CRI), which is a real
full spectrum of white light, as well as a great color temp, with a
specific use in high-grade horticulture.
LED Grow Strips are IP66 rated and completely waterproof, with total
submersion in water possible. They can be used for complete
replacement of florescent T-5 fixtures or HPS/metal halide lights and
use half the energy of a florescent T5.
Emerald Glow LED Grow Strips are perfect for inside vegging to
grow moms, clones, or any starts in a completely controlled
environment. They can also be used for greenhouse season extension
and lighting supplement to increase your production and growth
cycle. This assists your plants, especially in the off-season and lower
light conditions, to continue to grow at their peak potential.
These LEDs are prime for extensive inside or greenhouse commercial
installs where you need coverage for a bigger space. The low voltage
means you can run several strips safely when combined with drivers
(required and sized to strip volume) and light-gauge wire.
Grow Strips allow you to do a variety of hanging and install setups.
They are the absolute best option for NEC compliant wet location
electrical installation.
SolSolutions offers our LED Grow Strips in two sizes of Emerald
Glow Clone Rack Kits, three sizes of Emerald Glow Hanging Fixture,
or as part of custom designed systems to work for your needs (custom
pricing based on coverage area and setup).

Spectrophotocolorimeter Test Report

Light Source Test Report

Emerald Glow 4’ Grow Strip Specifications
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Spectrum Test Report
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IP66 Rated
24 Watts
96.2 CRI
5000 Kelvin
2796.7 Lumens, 120.5 Lumen Efficacy (lm/w)
410 Par (6”), 310 Par (12”), 225 Par (18") on 4 Strip Rack
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Color Parameters:

Chromaticity Coordinate:x=0.3452(dx=-0.0011)
Chromaticity Coordinate:u'=0.2116
Tc=4994K

Dominant WL:Ld=573.0nm

y=0.3514(

v'=0.4846(duv=-1.69e
Purity=9.0% Centroid

